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About This Game

SPLASH BLAST PANIC is a multiplayer competitive party game where you must shoot, ram, dodge and overall bully your
opponents outside the screen with a variety of watergun-based weaponry. Inspired by old arcade titles as well as newer

competitive party games, ruin all your friendships in a variety of stages.
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Up to 4 player multiplayer, in various forms of free for all or team-based matches, with a lot of control over match
options for your personal liking!

A bunch of different levels, each presenting their own little challenges to overcome while still trying to get your
opponents outside the ring. With the addition of a big selection of offensive and defensive items so you can baffle your
adversary at the last second and then bother them about it for the rest of the evening.

A heart pounding soundtrack composed by Mitch Gasser and an insane sound landscape by Julien Mathey

Arcade mode singleplayer, for more stages and characters unlocks as well as other little secrets. And also to master your
skills in your free time so you can become "that guy".
Colourful hand-drawn graphics mixed with an old arcadey feel, accessible for both newcoming players and with little
intricacies for more advanced and skilled gamers.
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Publisher:
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Please update this game! I love it a lot!!!!
. It was fun but I'll have to lean towards no. Very short and not much replayability in my opinion. Please save us from DTG's
plague and continue working on including more types of traction motors and braking system technologies while leaving to
community to create more content payware under your control maybe or freeware. This game has the foundation and only can
grow from here with the editors.

Thanks, Lapioware.. This game is a new spin on "pictionary" type games and its hilarious fun. From the wacky sounds, to the
"artistic" stylization.. all of it was well done and well put together.

Charge up those devices and snag this one off the store page the next time you have some friends over for a laugh.. The
missions constanly set you up to fail. There are little triggers that will make enemy capitol ships suddenly luanch waves of
missile flinging gun boats. Each mission needs to be completed just so. Your wing men are useless. Your always outnumbered
by ships more maneuverable then you ships and your entire squardon can still be intact and if you get taken out the rebels loss
becuase clearly the other 7 rebel starfighters can't carry on without you. Most of the missions have some weird trick you have to
do, like don't destory all the convoy ships before they hyperspace to the next area so the other attack bombers just don't jump
home or something like that. Turning each mission into a trial and error slog.. I highly recommend this game for the fans of the
Blitzkrieg game series.

However, there are some blatant inaccuracies: as an example, you begin the German campaign (in 1914) with a few A7V tanks
(and other armored vehicles) whereas they did not exist at that time. The same is true for other campaigns. On the tactical level
you often end up doing the same operations all over again: since direct confrontation might likely result in heavy casualties you
have no choice but to assemble all of your artillery cannons and proceed to an complete bombardment of a specific area and
only then can you send troops in there. Reconnaissance operations are only possible with planes. Additionally, you have to
manually order your supply and repair trucks to resupply otherwise they will run out of resources and remain immobile.
Unfortunately there is no map editor (as opposed to Blitzkrieg). Such a feature would have been very appreciated.

Despite these flaws the game playable.

✠ GOTT MIT UNS ! ✠
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I have two of the "Year" levels left, and I don't think I'm going to finish it, but I've certainly played enough to warrant a review.
While I did enjoy the game in general, I'm going to have to say "Not Recommended" because some parts were fun, but many
more were unbelievably frustrating.

While the description claims this is "a first person puzzle game", and the image says "Short Puzzle Platformer", it is much,
much more platformer than puzzle. There are several areas where you deal with alternating lasers, and it requires very precise
timing and jumping to jump over the lasers. The bigger problem, however, is that jumping feels somewhat floaty, and most of
the game requires extremely precise jumping (precise in terms of where you land and in terms of timing your jump perfectly
because the gaps to be crossed require the maximum jumping distance). While each level is short, if you are not a pro at
platforming, you will likely die many times, and replaying the same 60 seconds over and over again because you didn't get a
jump just right is not fun.

If you're looking for a puzzle game, I would generally say pass on this one. If you're looking for a platformer, I'd say pass. If
you're looking for a simple puzzle game with lots of jumping and precision timing required, and you're willing to accept a high
difficulty because of the timing and jumping, I'd say give it a try.

I just finished the game, and there's another reason not to recommend it for achievement completionists -- the "Thanks for
playing" achievement for completing the game didn't trigger.. For UK fans, Brands is almost worth the price of admission itself.
It's a lively rendition which rewards practice and allows some close racing. The Escort and little Lotus are standouts too. Great
fun to slide around, especially on the dips and cambers of the Hatch.

That's good because the rest of the pack... well, there's some nice stuff and maybe other cars will grow on me given time but a
lot of it is a bit samey. I struggled to actually find what had been added to my car roster at first. Minor variants of existing
vehicles? Another brace of GT3 racers in a game which is at its best simulating ordinary road cars and classics? It feels as if a
lack of inspiration is setting in...

But ignore those quibbles and think of it as a pack with 3 or 4 great cars and a characterful track that's easily one of the best in
the AC lineup and it's worth the money.. cool mini people. Whilst the controls can be a little frustrating, this game has really
good replayability and is still loads of gravitational fun!. I love it so far. Standout feature is the mechanics. It's a side scroller
with the normal jump mechanic, but you get limited flight in the form of 4 double jumps. You can also glide for horizontal
range in addition to vertical jumps. Soon after starting, you get the ability to move certain objects around with the mouse; this is
both a means of navigation and, depending on the situation, your weapon.

The graphics are smooth and pretty; in 2010 we had just come out of the Beige Age, so game makers were putting color into
their games again.

All in all, very much recommended.. Minimized is a maze fps, this fps is really good, I'm not sure what happened in the sequel
minimized 2, this is a far better game in my opinion, awesome chiptune and heavy metal music, melee weapon, better ui, I can
say it was a really fun game.

+awesome soundtrack
+destructive envrioments
+amazing gameplay

10/10
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